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STALON RF IS BETTER THAN ANY PREVIOUS RIMFIRE 

SILENCER 
 

”Better than anything else we previously developed for rimfire calibers”. That’s what Stalon Silencer says 

about their new Stalon RF, the latest addition to the silencer family that doesn’t only match a great number 

of calibers but also reduces noise by 29,9 decibels. 

 

Stalon has developed a new silencer for rimfire cartridges which was released in October 2022. It is called 

Stalon RF and is, unlike its predecessors, adapted for all .17-.22 rimfire cartridges. The previous models RM 

and RC in Stalon’s rimfire series were different in size and noise reduction, while RF matches perfectly with 

all rimfire cartridges and still reduces noise nearly the same amount despite caliber. Thanks to RF’s front-

mounted design it can be installed on any weapon where it’s not possible to attach a telescopic silencer. 

Because of Stalon RF’s many advantages, only one model of silencer is needed for all rimfire guns and 

pistols. 

 

Stalon RF offers incredible performance with noise reduction of up to 8,1 decibels better than previous 

models for rimfire cartridges. Stalon is known for light, efficient and flexible silencers. RF is no exception 

with its pity 96 grams and is the perfect choice for target shooting, small wild game, and shooting practice. 

 

Read more about Stalon RF here: https://stalonsilencer.com/products/stalon-rf-silencer/ 

or visit Stalon Silencers at IWA Outdoor Classics in showcase 3C-200 and discover RF yourself. 

 

Technical data: 

Noise reduction - 29,9 decibels (cal .22lr pistol) 

Diameter: 31,5 mm 

Weight: 96 grams 

Length: 117 mm (forward) 
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Stalon AB manufactures silencers in the factory in Stalon, in the middle of the northern Swedish highlands. 

Eye for detail, honesty, and quality are the most important parts of Stalon’s work and all products are quality 

tested in their own hunting areas by their own hunters. A Stalon Silencer is handmade and tested to 

perfection to give you as a hunter an experience for life. 

https://stalonsilencer.com/products/stalon-rf-silencer/

